Signal processing in the spherical harmonic (SH) domain has the advantages of analyzing a signal on the sphere with equal resolution in the whole space and of decomposite the frequency-and location-dependent components of the signal. Therefore, it finds recent applications in signal recovery and localization. In this paper, we consider the gridless sparse signal recovery problem in the SH domain with atomic norm minimization (ANM). Due to the absence of Vandermonde structure for spherical harmonics, the Vandermonde decomposition theorem, which is the mathematic foundation of conventional ANM approaches, is not applicable in the SH domain. To address this issue, a low-dimensional semidefinite programming (SDP) method to implement the spherical harmonic atomic norm minimization (SH-ANM) approach is proposed. This method does not rely on the Vandermonde decomposition and can recover the atomic decomposition in the SH domain directly. As an application, we develop the direction-of-arrival estimation approach based on the proposed SH-ANM method, and computer simulations demonstrate that its performance is superior to the state-of-the-art counterparts. Furthermore, we validate the results in real-life acoustics scenes for multiple speakers localization using measured data in LACATA challenge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sherical harmonics (SH) are a set of orthogonal polynomials as the complete basis on the sphere which can be used for approximation of the spherical manifolds. It has been studied extensively to process the signals defined on the spherical manifolds encountered in practice, such as astrophysics, medical imaging, and audio processing, among others [1] - [3] . The signals on the spherical manifolds can be orthogonally projected onto the vector of spherical harmonics, which is known as spherical harmonic domain. Various signal processing approaches have been extended to the SH domain for signal recovery, direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, etc.
In last decades, several classical DOA estimation methods and their applications have been proposed in literatures, such as MUSIC [4] , ESPRIT [5] , propagator method [6] , maximum likelihood [7] and tensor approaches [8] , etc. Some
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Liangtian Wan . conventional DOA estimation methods have been proposed for SH domain in [9] - [11] .
Inspired by the sparse representation technique [12] , [13] , sparse signal processing in the SH domain has been drawn attention to in recent years. In [14] , [15] , sparse recovery in the SH domain for random sampling has been studied. In [16] , the 1 -SVD (singular value decomposition, SVD) method in the SH domain has been proposed for combating room reverberations. In [17] , [18] , the sparse Bayesian learning DOA estimation methods were exploited to the SH domain. The sparse Bayesian learning based methods may provide better performance than 1 norm based ones [13] , and they are with slow convergence rate, however [28] . Furthermore, the aforementioned sparsity-based approaches may be degraded by the grid mismatch problem. To deal with the problem, some efforts have been made to alleviate the grid modeling error to some extent [19] .
Recently, a unified framework has been proposed for sparse representation on the finite/infinite dimensional dictionary in [20] . It results in a gridless sparse recovery method VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ by solving the optimization problem on the convex hull of an atomic set, which is known as the atomic norm minimization (ANM). Specially, for the atoms defined on the set of complex exponentials, Candès and Fernandez-Granda show that a bandlimited signal can be recovered with given number of low rate samples if the frequency separation condition holds [21] . Based on the theory, the ANM approach has been extended to multidimensional frequency models [22] - [24] , prior kenowledge [25] , multiple measurement vectors (MMV) [26] and covariance matrix cases [27] - [29] for gridless signal recovery and DOA estimation. However, these conventional ANM methods depend upon the Vandermonde structure of the array manifolds, and hence they are limited to linear or rectangular arrays.
To apply the ANM approach to SH domain [30] , one straightforward idea is to solve the conventional ANM problem, where the atomic elements are Vandermonde vectors, with the extra weighting constraints [31] , [33] , [34] . This approach results in an potentially higher dimensional semidefinite programming (SDP) problem than the dimension of samples, which would be quite computational demanding.
As the extensive real-time applications for gridless sparse representation methods on the spherical manifolds, e.g. DOA estimation, it motivates us to develop the low dimensional spherical harmonic ANM approach, that is not yet reported in the literature.
In this paper, we study the gridless sparse signal recovery problem on the spherical manifolds, by means of atomic norm minimization, with its application to DOA estimation of spherical arrays. We first define the spherical harmonic atomic norm based on covariance matrix in SH domain. Due to the fact that spherical harmonics are not Vandermonde, the major challenge of extending ANM approach to SH domain is to formulate convex optimization problem in absence of Vandermonde decomposition theorem. To deal with this issue, we propose a low-dimensional SDP formulation of spherical harmonic atomic norm minimization (SH-ANM) problem, which retrieve the atomic decomposition in SH domain directly without the foundation of Vandermonde decomposition theorem. Then, we present the SH-ANM based approach for DOA estimation of spherical arrays and show the performance improvement beyond some existed methods, especially in low signal-noise ratio(SNR) and adjacent sources scenarios. Finally, we demonstrate efficacy of our method with the experimental data taken from the IEEE audio and acoustic signal processing (AASP) challenge on acoustic source localization and tracking(LOCATA) [35] in the context of speakers localization.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduce the SH domain wavefield model briefly and section III present the spherical harmonic atomic norm concept. The SDP formulation of SH-ANM problem and SH-ANM based signal denoising method is proposed in section IV. Consequently, SH-ANM approach is applied to DOA estimation scenario in Section V. Then the simulations and the experiments are shown in Section VI and VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.
Notations: (•) T denotes the transpose, vec(•) represents the vectorization operator. (•) * and (•) H means complex conjugate and conjugate transpose operation. Re(•) is the real part operator. The diagonal matrix is represented as diag(x). Tr(•) is the trace. • 2 , • F are the Euclidean and Frobenius norm respectively. ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, for a matrix M, M ≥ 0 denotes nonnegative definite. I denotes the identity matrix and δ k,l is the Kronecker delta. E {•} is understood as the expectation.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
Consider a spherical array of I sensors, the ith element is at u i = (R, i ) where i = (θ i , ϕ i ) and R, θ , ϕ are the radius, elevation and azimuth. There are K far-field sources located at k = (θ k , ϕ k ) ∈ with = {(θ, ϕ)|θ ∈ (0, π], ϕ ∈ (−π, π]}. The received signals of the spherical array X(t) is
where s(t) and n(t) are the source and additional noise component, respectively. The array manifold is
is the spherical harmonic of order n and degree m,
with the associated Legendre polynomial P m n (cos θ ), the ith element of a( k ) can be represented as spherical harmonic series expansion by ignoring the high order b n (κR) when n > κR [3] 
where N is the maximum spherical harmonics order, κ = λ/2π and λ is the wavelength. The frequency dependent component b n (κR) is modeled as [3] b n (κR) =
where u n and J n are spherical Hankel function of second kind and spherical Bessel function of first kind, respectively. The derivatives of J n and u n are denoted by J n and u n . Then, we have the matrix form of the spherical array model that
where the ith raw vector of Y( ) ∈ C I ×(N +1) 2 and the kth raw vector of Y( ) ∈ C K ×(N +1) 2 is (6) and B ∈ C (N +1) 2 ×(N +1) 2 is given by
Accordingly, we apply SH domain transformation as
where = diag(α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α I ) is satisfying [3] , [50] Y H ( ) Y( ) = I. (9) and v(t) is the transformed additional noise. Therefore, the covariance matrix in SH domain is given by
. It is remarked that if E n(t)n H (t) = σ 2 I (σ 2 is the power of noise) and the location of spherical array elements obeys spherical t-design distribution in [3]( = I), then V = σ 2 I. Denote the ith column of matrix R in (10) as r i , it can be regarded as a single measurement of the array. Thus, let H = R s Y( )B H , we can remodel r i as
where p i (t) is the ith row of P(t), h i and v i are the ith column of H and V, respectively. By (10) and (11) , the matrix form of covariance matrix in SH domain in (10) is [36] 
where c k is the Euclidean norm of kth raw vector of H and ρ k denotes the normalized kth raw vector of H, i.e. ρ k 2 = 1.
Observe that the covariance matrix R in (12) reveals a Multiple Measurement Vectors (MMV) formulation, by which we shall propose a novel compact formulation of the atomic norm for the covariance matrix in next section.
III. SPHERICAL HARMONIC ATOMIC NORM
Following the scheme proposed by Chandrasekaran et al. [20] , we can define an atomic set where the elements are the basis of the representation to the signals analyzed. For the signals in SH domain, the atomic set A depends on the atoms of the spherical harmonic vectors Y( ) and the signals can be described as a sum of distinct atoms
The decomposition in (13) is known as an atomic decomposition.
Finding the sparsest atomic decomposition of x results in the l 0 spherical harmonic atomic norm as
To recover the signal within a convex optimization framework, [20] suggests a convex heuristic of the l 0 atomic norm, which is denoted by
where conv(A) is the convex hull of A. Thus, we have
which is named spherical harmonic atomic norm and the corresponding dual norm • * A is [37] x * A = sup
For the application of DOA estimation, various kinds of atomic norms are developed for covariance matrix in [27] - [29] . Here, we propose a new atomic norm of the covariance for DOA estimation of the spherical arrays.
Observe the MMV model of the noiseless covariance matrix in (12) that R = K k=1 c k BY H ( k )ρ k , we define the spherical harmonic atomic set as
Thus, we define the spherical harmonic atomic l 0 norm of the covariance matrix R as
and the spherical harmonic atomic norm of R as
Regarding the spherical harmonic atomic norm defined above, we have the following remarks:
Remark 1: Our spherical harmonic atomic norm of covariance matrix defined in (20) can be regarded as the atomic norm for MMV model from the perspective of the representation in (12) , and also can be interpreted as an extension of the atomic norm for single measurement vector (SMV) by averaging over the snapshots. That is similar to the idea presented in [38] , but our atomic norm is without the limitation of the non-zero mean assumption over the original sources since the covariance matrix is positive semidefinite.
Remark 2: Unlike dimensional reduction technique presented in [39] for ANM problem in MMV case, the proposed spherical harmonic atomic norm does not require additional computations, such as QR decomposition or square rooting of the covariance matrix.
Remark 3:
The proposed spherical harmonic atomic norm can be referred to as a kind of nuclear norm as defined in [28] for the uncorrelated signals, but it does not depend on the uncorrelated signals assumption which is different from [28] . It implies that the proposed method has the robustness to the correlated or even coherent signals, which can be found in various applications of radar, sonar and wireless communication [40] .
IV. SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMMING TO SOLVE SPHERICAL HARMONIC ATOMIC NORM MINIMIZATION
The conventional ANM methods for linear spectrum relies on the Vandermonde decomposition theorem to construct the equivalent SDP implementation. Unfortunately, this approach cannot be extended to SH-ANM problem in (20) directly, due to the fundamental difficulty that vectors of spherical harmonics are not with Vandermonde structure. To deal with this issue, we develop an SDP formulation for the SH-ANM problem in this section.
A. SDP IMPLEMENTATION OF SH-ANM
Note that P m n (cos θ ) is a order n trigonometric polynomial that P m n (cos θ ) = n l=−n β n,m,l e ilθ with unique coefficients β n,k,l , the spherical harmonic in (2) can be expressed by 2-D Fourier series as [34] Y m n (θ, ϕ) = n l=−n A n.m β n,m,l e ilθ e imϕ (21) where A n.m = (2n+1)(n−m)! 4π(n+m)! . By (21), we can rewrite (8) as
where
and G is a constant matrix constructed by A n.m , β n,m,l . Therefore, substituting (22) into (12), we have
By utilizing the relationship revealed in (24) about the SH domain steering vector and Vandermonde matrix, we start with the noise-free case where V = 0 and develop the following low dimensional SDP implementation for SH-ANM approach.
Theorem 1: Given the location of sources , let minimizing the objective value of the following optimization problem yield the norm R T , i.e.
if the maximum spherical harmonics order N is sufficiently high and strong duality holds, we have
and S(Q) is a Hermitian matrix consisted of Q as [22] 
with Q l is a Toeplitz matrix defined by lth row of Q as
We prove this theorem in Section IV-B based on the sum-of-squares relaxation of polynomial and the equivalence between the prime and dual problem followed by strong duality.
B. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Easy to show that R T ≤ R A (See [37] ), However, there is no guarantee to ensure the positive semidefinite property of S(Q), and thus we are not sure there exists a Vandermonde decomposition for the two folds block Toeplitz matrix S(Q). Consequently, the conventional proof procedure for R T ≥ R A proposed in [23] , [26] , [37] is not applicable in our case.
To investigate the relationship between SDP implementation in (25) and the original spherical harmonic atomic norm in (20) , we alternate the route to the dual problem.
Following the definition of the dual norm in (17), the dual spherical harmonic atomic norm of the covariance matrix R is repesented as
By the Largrangian analysis, we have the dual problem of (20)
and propose the following SDP implementation of the dual SH-ANM problem based on the sum-of-squares relaxation of polynomials [24] . Theorem 2: Given the location of sources , the dual SH-ANM problem in (30) results in the identical solution to following SDP min P,
Proof: Observe that the objective of (31) and (30) are the same, we only need to show they share the identical feasible set.
Since *
where F( ) is a real positive polynomial. Let y = [y 0,0 , y 1,−1 , . . . , y N ,N ] ∈ R (N +1) 2 , with y n,m denoting the real spherical harmonic Y n,m ( ) for ∈ , we have 
4π . Note that the spherical harmonic y n,m can be written as a homogeneous polynomial of y 1,0 , y 1,1 and y 1,−1 , i.e. y n,m = H n,m (y 1,0 , y 1,1 , y 1,−1 ). Thus we define some nonnegative polynomials 
and the sets
where χ = 2(N +1) 2 +2N +2, R[y] and R[y] 2 denote the set of real polynomials and real sum of squares polynomials on y respectively.
Observe that the polynomials g i (y) defined in (34) state Unsold's theorem and the relationship between real spherical harmonics, which implies for any y ∈ D(g), y determines a vector of spherical harmonics Y( ) uniquely. Applying this and (32) gives f (y) ≥ 0 for any y ∈ D(g).
Therefore, M(g) is a quadratic module, because of non-empty D(g) [41] . Using this and (34) gives
and thus M(g) is Archimedean, followed by Corollary 5.1.14 in [41] . This means for any y ∈ D(g), we have
which implies F( ) is sum-of-squares of real spherical harmonics.
Strictly speaking, the result in (37) is based on the sumof-squares relaxation of the polynomial as shown in [24] . For a given , [24] provides a mechanism to determine the harmonic order for the sum-of-squares relaxation. Therefore, given a sufficient large N , according to the Gram matrix representation of trigonometric polynomials [42] , a positive semidefinite matrix P ≥ 0 is existed that
By (38) and (32), we can conclude that *
and thus (30) and (31) share the identical solution .
To show the optimality of solution for the SH-ANM problem in (20) , we have the following dual certificate.
Theorem 3: The optimal solution of SH-ANM problem in (20) gives the unique atomic decomposition which is identical to (12) if there exist a dual polynomial:
Satisfying
Proof: The proof is shown in Appendix A. Now the proof of Theorem 1 can be accomplished. As shown in [37] , for a given , the dual polynomial with sufficiently high order satisfying Theorem 3 indeed exists. Followed by (37) , this polynomial is with the sum-of-squares relaxation order, which can be denoted as N , and thus Theorem 2 holds. In this situation, the dual problem of (20) can be solved by SDP problem in (31) and yield the identical atomic decomposition with the ground truth. By utilizing the standard Largrangian analysis (derivation details can be found in Appendix B), the dual problem of (31) is (25) , which implies that R T = R A , followed by strong duality.
Regarding the Theorem 2 and 3 above, we have the following remarks:
Remark 4: Both the SDP formulation in Theorem 2 and the one in [34] are developed for super resolution with the spherical manifold and they both are based on the sum-ofsquares relaxation for the polynomial either. In particular, our method is with a low-dimensional SDP formulation.
Remark 5: The methods in [25] and Theorem 2 are both based on a semi-algebraic set constrained by nonnegative polynomials. In particular, we limit the semi-algebraic set as the space of spherical harmonic vectors in our work.
Remark 6: It is noted that whether the SH-ANM approach can retrieve atomic decomposition exactly and the proposed method can solve SH-ANM problem efficiently are both related to the capability of resolution. Similar with [34] , we will demonstrate the capability of resolution via numerical simulation in Section VI. Furthermore, we also note that some recent progress for the super resolution without resolution threshold can be found in [43] , [44] .
C. SH-ANM WITH SIGNAL DENOISING
In this section, we step to noisy cases where V = 0. The covariance matrix estimation is obtained by averaging over snapshots in practice that
where η is the outlier caused by additional noise and the finite snapshots effect. A natural way to deal with additional noise for sparse recovery problem is via regularization.
It is shown in [45] that for the known number of sources, the smallest fitting error ε should be the optimal choice as long as no false alarm is observed. To this end, the signal Tr(M)
where ε = η 2 is the optimal choice for the recovery of covariance matrix R. Here, we argue that ε can be set of ε = (N + 1) 2 σ 2 , followed by [46] , where σ is estimated by the square root of the smallest eigenvalue ofR.
V. APPLICATION TO DOA ESTIMATION
In previews section, we presented a low dimensional SDP algorithm based on spherical harmonic atomic norm minimization (SH-ANM) approach for gridless sparse signal recovery on the spherical manifolds, which may yield various applications in signal denoising, imaging and source localization. As an example, we demonstrate the proposed algorithm to DOA estimation of spherical sensors array in free space and room reverberation environment.
A. POINT SOURCE DOA ESTIMATION IN FREE SPACE
Point source model is quite common in various scenarios, such as radar, wireless communication and acoustics, which represents the wavefield as a sum of Diracs. With a far-field assumption, the point source DOA estimation of spherical array can be regarded as identifying atoms from measurements in SH domain, and hence can be implemented based on SH-ANM approach. Our SH-ANM based DOA estimation method steps from the recovered covariance matrix
whereQ is the optimal solution of (43). To extract DOAs from the solution to SH-ANM method, i.e. (44), we show the following analysis.
According to Theorem 1, (Q , M ) given by
is one of the optimal solutions to the primal problem (25) . Note that the interior point methods found the solution with maximum rank since they searched the relative interior of the optimal face to obtain solution [47] , which implies that interior point method results in the solution of (25) that spans the range space of the solution in (45) . On the other hand, the objective function of (25) is the trace norm, which yields the solution of (25) with smaller rank.
Therefore, we argue that the principle component ofR spans the range space of (45), which motivates us to apply the subspace method to the the recovered covariance matrix R asR
The eigen-value decomposition ofR formulates the signal subspace U s and noise subspace U N , and thus we have
where R( ) denotes the spanned subspace, so that SH-ESPRIT algorithm can be applied to U s for 2-D DOA estimation. Followed by the Legendre polynomial recurrence relationship, let
and
where K ± n,m = √ (n ∓ m)(n ± m + 1) and U
s is generated from U s as shown in [10] , we have
then can be solved as
By computing the eigenvalues u k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K , of , we can obtain DOA of the kth source byθ k = tan −1 |u k | and ϕ k = arg(u k ) respectively.
B. SPEAKERS LOCALIZATION IN ROOM REVERBERATION ENVIRONMENT
Room reverberation induces the scenario with high correlated sources and underdetermined system, which degrade the performance of conventional DOA estimation method significantly. To deal with issues, the frequency diversity and the Time-Frequency sparsity of speech are exploited to address speakers localization problem in reverberation environment. In this work, we apply the SH-ANM approach for multiple speakers localization based on the Direct-Path Dominance (DPD) test [48] . The algorithm is consisted of four steps: Firstly, we transform SH domain measurement data (8) into short time Fourier transform (STFT) domain as and compute the local Time-Frequency (TF) covariance matrices in SH domain via frequency smoothing aŝ
where ν and ι are the frequency and time index, B ν denotes the matrix B in (7) at frequency index ν. Subsequently, DPD test is applied to the covariance matrices to identify TF-bins with the principle component on direct-path. The desired set of TF-bins is described as follows:
with σ 1 (ν, ι) and σ 2 (ν, ι) the first and second largest eigenvalue ofR(ν, ι). Assume that there is single dominant direct-path component in the selected TF-bins (ν, ι) ∈ A DPDtest , the candidate DOAs of direct-path TF (ν, ι) can be estimated by SH-ANM approach described in Section V-A.
Finally, we fusion the candidates of DOA estimation TF (ν, ι) to establish the trajectories of speakers. Given the angle 
and choose DOAs i , i = 1, . . . , q corresponding to the q highest peaks as the centers for clustering.
Define the distance between the clustering center i = (θ i , φ i ) and a certain DOA TF = (θ TF , φ TF ) in the VOLUME 7, 2019 = cos −1 (cos θ TF cos θ i + cos(φ TF − φ i ) sin θ TF sin θ i ), (56) we list and sort the count of the elements in the set
and pick up B i with the highest count as the first cluster and removed from the sorted list. If the next set B j satisfying d( i , j ) < 10 • , the set B j is removed from the list and combined into the existed cluster, otherwise establish a new cluster. Repeat the procedure till all candidates in the list are clustered. The DOAs of speakers in such frame can be obtained via Gaussian-Mixed Model(GMM) cluster by cluser.
The efficacy of the algorithm proposed in Section V-A and V-B will be verified with simulations and real-life measurements data in Section VI and VII, respectively.
VI. SIMULATIONS
This section evaluates the DOA estimation performance of proposed method in Section V-A for point sources in free space through simulations.
Firstly, we demonstrate the capability of resolution to SH-ANM method and the super resolution method on the sphere in [34] for single snapshot and noiseless case. Then, the comparison of the DOA estimation performance in noisy case between SH-ANM method in Section V-A and l 1 norm based method in [16] , the SHESPRIT in [10] , TSDA (estimate elevations with U-SHESPRIT and estimate azimuths with U-SHRMUSIC) in [11] , CV-VSBL in [17] and Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB) in [49] is presented. Here, we refer to the SH-ANM method with SH-ESPRIT in Section V-A as ANM-SHESPRIT. All the simulations are carried out on the order N = 4 rigid spherical array with 38 sensors followed by Lebedev distribution [50] . The radius of spherical array is r = 0.042m and the signals are narrowband AM signals with 2πr/λ = 2.7 to avoid the spatial aliasing. The discretion sparsity based methods estimates DOAs by searching the K largest peaks of the spectrum with the 0.2 • grid interval (unless otherwise specified). As a metric of performance, RMSE is utilized to algorithm evaluation as
with the simulation trials number M and the source number K . θ ij and θ i denote the estimation and the ground truth of the , and the angle separation δ varies from 1 • to 20 • . We refer to the super resolution on the sphere method in [34] as SR-Sphere and compare the average DOA estimation error of ANM-SHESPRIT method and SR-Sphere method in noiseless single snapshot case. The signals are the complex random data with equal power. Fig. 1 shows the average estimation error of 200 trails varus angle separation. We can see that the two methods have the similar DOA estimation error which implies they may have almost the identical capability of resolution. To evaluate the computational complexity, we compute the average time per trail of the two methods. Our method takes 0.4388s average per trail and SR-sphere method takes 1.2626s average per trail respectively, which indicates that our method is more computational efficient.
B. PERFORMANCE FOR UNCORRELATED SOURCES
We compare SH-ANM based method with some baselines for uncorrelated sources. In this example, there are two equal-power independent sources impinging onto the spherical array from(θ, ϕ) = (20 • , 50 • ) and (30 • , 120 • ). We use 200 snapshots in each trail and SNR level varies from 20 to 0 dB. Fig. 2 shows the RMSE of TSDA, ANM-SHESPRIT, CV-VSBL and SHESPRIT methods. For azimuth estimation ANM-SHESPRIT provides similar accuracy with TSDA method and performs better for elevation estimation however. Furthermore, our method shows the superior performance compared to the other algorithms. Note that L1-norm based method exhibits poorest performance among sparsity based methods. This is probably due to the difficulty on the choice of regularization parameter and the effects to the truncating SVD processing.
Next, we present the comparison of the algorithms versus different number of snapshots with fixed SNR at 0dB. The two uncorrelated sources are located at (θ, ϕ) = (20 • , 50 • ) and (26 • , 128 • ).
It is indicated in Fig.3 that the ANM-SHESPRIT demonstrates the best performance.
Then we compare the resolution probability of the ANM-SHESPRIT with L1-Norm, SHESPRIT, CV-VSBL and TSDA method versus angle separation. The grid interval is 1 • and SNR is fixed at 3dB. Suppose two uncorrelated sources are at (θ, ϕ) = (30 • , 50 • ) and (30 • + δ, 50 • + δ), we assume the elevation of the two signals to be resolved successfully that both θ 1 − θ 1 and θ 2 − θ 2 are less than |θ 1 − θ 2 | /2, and the resolution probability of azimuth can be defined similarly.
The ANM-SHESPRIT method outperforms the other methods as shown in Fig. 4 , and thus exhibits super resolution capability of proposed method to DOA estimation.
C. PERFORMANCE FOR CORRELATED SOURCES
In this section, we investigate robustness of algorithms to correlated sources. The locations of two sources are the same as the simulations shown in Fig.2 with the signal correlation coefficient of α = 0.6 and 200 snapshots. The RMSE simulation results of the different methods versus SNR are shown in Fig.5 .
It is shown that for the correlated sources, all subspace based methods suffer the performance degradation compared in uncorrelated sources case, but the ANM-SHESPRIT method shows robust to correlated signals. For azimuth estimation case, the ANM-SHESPRIT method can achieve best accuracy among these methods when SNR varies from 10dB to 20dB. And for elevation estimation, ANM-SHESPRIT method is also satisfactory. Fig.6 demonstrates the RMSE of our method, L1-Norm, SHESPRIT and TSDA method versus number of snapshots, where we assume two correlated sources located at (θ, ϕ) = (20 • , 50 • ) and (26 • , 128 • ) with correlation coefficient of α = 0.7 and SNR = 5 dB. Results reveals that ANM-SHESPRIT method provides robustness to highly correlated sources.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we verify the algorithm proposed in section V-B with real recording from LOCATA challenge [35] , which presents several acoustics scenarios in a lecture room at Hulboldt University Berlin. Here, we consider two of the tasks from the challenge for multiple static loudspeakers (Task 2) and single moving speaker (Task 3) using Eigenmike spherical microphone array. The proposed method in Section V-B is referred to as DPD-SHANM and compare its performance with DPD-MUSIC [48] and DPD-EDS [51] .
The sample frequency of the recorded signals is 48kHz and we choose a Hamming window of 1024 samples with 75% overlap for STFT transformation. The SH order is N = 3 and the processing frequency band is 1000-3000Hz. The length and bandwidth of a frame for frequency smoothing in (53) are J ν = 15 and J ι = 15 and the length of slide window for trajectories fusion is ι w = 10 (about 0.25s). The ratio ζ for DPD test is set to 2. The array calibration was carried out as mentioned in [51] .
For the multiple static sources localization task, the recording 2 in task 2 of the challenge is used to evaluate the algorithms, and the results of localization and tracking are shown in Fig. 7 . The results of the single moving speaker tracking is presented in Fig. 8 . We can see that the estimates of moving speakers are perturbated more seriously than the static loudspeaker scene but the proposed method has fewer estimation outliers than the counterparts.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We study the gridless sparse signal representation problem for the signal on the spherical manifolds, where the signals are composed of a combination of the vectors of spherical harmonics, with the application to DOA estimation of spherical array in this paper. An covariance matrix based SH-ANM approach is proposed with a low-dimensional SDP implementation. We also develop SH-ANM based DOA estimation method for free space and room reverberation environment. As shown in simulated results, the SH-ANM based method presents the enhancement of performance in various scenarios compared with conventional techniques. Finally the experiments with LOCATA challenge recordings verify the superiority of the SH-ANM based method.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Since any satisfying (41) Thus, Re Tr(R H ) = R A . By strong duality, we have the atomic decomposition in (12) is optimal to (20) and is dual optimal.
To show the uniqueness, given R has another optimal atomic decomposition that R = 
Therefore, the dual problem of (31) is (25) .
